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ABSTRACT 
In this note we prove a conjecture of Goldberg and Newman comparing lP norms and lP 
operator norms of matrices. This leads to a simple comparison of lP4 norms and & operator 
norms. 
For 1 5 p 5 00, the l,, norm of an n x n matrix A = (a~) E Cnx,, is defined 
by 
where for the case p = CQ (which need not be treated separately) we have 
In addition we have the lp operator norm on UZnxn: 
[[AlIp = max{JAxl, :X E CG”, lxlp = I), 
whereforx=(&,Jz,..., &JT(T denoting the transpose), 
I& = 2 ISI’ ( ) 
l/P 
* 
i=l 
The main purpose of this note is to prove the following result which has been 
conjectured by Goldberg and Newman in [ 11: 
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THEOREM. Letp satisfy 1 5 p 5 CO. Then for all A E Cnxn, 
IAIP I nl%%~ (1) 
where the inequality is sharp. 
PROOF. Denote the columns of A by al, a2 a andletel,ez,...,e,be ,***, n, 
the standard basis of Cc”. Then 
so 
aj = Aej, j= l,...,n. 
IPIP = (la, 1; + la$ + . . . + la,li) I” 
= (Ike, 1; + lAe2 1; + . . . + IAe, 1;) I” 
5 (n,‘=,f$Aejl~) ‘I’-_ 
=n “pi~,$&lAejlp -_ 
For A = I we get equality in (l), and the proof is complete. ??
Now for 1 5 p, q 5 00, consider the Z,, norm of an n x n matrix A = (au) E 
c IlXll: 
IAIpq= ~($l%dy’p]“q. 
We conclude this note with the following corollary comparing mixed norms and 
operator norms: 
COROLLARY. Letp, q satisfr 1 i p,q < 00. ThenforallA E Cc,,,,, 
IAl,, I ~p&)llAll,, 
where 
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PROOF. For all x E Cc” we have (e.g. [ 1, Lemma 11) 
where 
Hence denoting the columns of A by al, ~22, . . . , a,, and using (1) and (2), we get 
and the theorem follows. 
I(la1 Ip, la2lp,. ’ * 7 b&II? 
&&)l(l~llq, l4p.~ * 1 l4l)ls 
~pq(~NIAe~ 14, IAe&, . . . y IkM, 
Apq(n)n”q ma IPeA, 
l<j<n -- 
Thanks are due to Professor M. Goldberg for many valuable suggestions. 
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